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PR'^FACE
\ linear aatomati'3 control system must be stable and yet meet certain
specifications of accuracy. In general, 'ooth transient and frequency
response are need'^d to guarantee satisfactory designs
o
The Durpose of this invfestigati on was to show that phase margin can
be used to correlate transient and frequency response characteristics,
primarily the resonant frequency peak and the transient peak overshoot.
Usini^ the electric analog computer, numerous servo systems were simu-
latedo The resonant frequency peak and transient peak overshoot were plotted
versus phase margin for various system gain settings. From the plots approx-
imate equations relating the resonant fi-equency peak, the transient peak
ovejrshoot .and the phase margin were developedo Solutions to the equations
are f^ene rally a'^curate to within a small percentage of trie correct values.
For desi-Ti purposes, a more useful correlation of resonant frequency
peak and transient peak overshoot exists by plotting the two versus a
dimensionless parameter
-^ o If curves for a sufficient number of systems
are grouped in families, accurate resonant peak and transient peak values
are deteniiined easily with the knowledge of the system gain and the system
tiiiie constants^
This report has sho>« that phase margin is the paraneter that corre-
lates the resonant frequency peak Jid the transient peak overshoot. The
correlation may be partinlly ambiguous if the system possesses two or
more phase margins of the same valie . Ho^/rever, the direct correlation of
resonant frequency peak and peak overshoot is still valid.
System gain and gain nargln also display a regular variation with
phase margin. But the Viiriation is dependent on other system character-
istics as well as phase nargin.
ii

Phase margin can be a powerful tool to the designer of servo systems.
Its use is not limited to certain systems but is applicable to systems of
hip;her order. It is easy to use and gives reliable insults.
The author vdshes to express his aporeciation to Dr, GoJ. Thaler, U.3.
Naval Postgraduate School, for his assistance, suggestions, cooperation







































1, (a) Bode dia/^ram.
(b) Mp and P.Oo
2o Experimental set—up, schematic,
3. Mp, PoO. vs. 0^
U. Hp, P.Oo vs.
UJ,
5.. I p, PoOo vso 0^
6. :p, P.Oo VE
Tjqje 0, second ordero
Tyoe 0, second ordero
TyD>^ 1, second or iero
Ty':)e 1, second ordero
Tyre 0, third order.
Type 0, third ordero
Type 1, third and fourth order.
Type 1, third and fourth order
<
11 o Mt5 • vs. PoOo, second, third and fourth ordero
12 o -^ vs. ^^ ; second, third and fourth order.
13c G.M. Ys- 0M i ^-^P ^«i P.o»
14 o i^p andfcP.Oo vs. 0^ , systems of Table IIIo
7. :d, P.O. vs. 0^
^, :p, P.O. vs. J^
UJ,
9. Lp, P.O. vso 0„



















I. Tyoes of s:>'stari3 tested
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IIo Test datao





TABL'5 OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
(Listed in the order of their use in the text)
0p The output or controlled variable,
©« The input sigial,
•^^^ Time ca? transient responseo
^ Radians per second,
rCjLo) Frequency responseo
0M Phase margin, equal to 180 degrees minus the
transfer function phase angle at the frequency
at \4iich the gain is zero decibels.




The system transfer functiono
Am^G^Juj) Phase angle of KG (>).
o System damping coefficient
o








Gain margin, [|l- KG(jw)
J.
at frequency at









Y U^E OF PHr\SE MARGIN
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Tn the desi.^^n arid adjustment of linear servo systeir.s the designer
nust obtain a systssri that v^lll be stable and will meet certain speci-
fications cf accuracy. In general, both transient and frequency
response studies are needed to guarantee satisfactoiy designs.
The perforriance of a control system is frequently judged on the
basis of its response to a transient input consisting of a step function
of positiono Abrupt disturbances represent important conditions under
which t/B system response is of interest and in vvhich knowledge of
si^'-steir, performance on the basis of sinusoidal inputs alone is not suffic-
ient. Because of the ease with which the syst«n response to a transient
input nay be ^terrroned experimentally 'ith limited equipment., it is
desirable to be able to check design results against actual system per-
formance
«
Althouf^ djTiamic stability requirements are mere easily based on
transients followin ' step and ramp disturbances than on the behavior
following sinusoidal disturbances of varying frequency, the design of
conventional systems to fulfill the majority of performance specifi-
cations is more easily accomplished by studying the response to a
sinusoidal disturbance of varying frequency. An important reason for
the use of the sinusoidal procedure is the relative ease with which

the dynamic properties of an intricate senromechanism can be 'represented
by an experimentally aetermined frequency function, v^le representation
of all its properties in terms of a differential equation may be nearly
impossible
o
The effectiveness of the sinusoidal procedure involves correlation
between frequency functions and time functions. Correlation to a degree
has been based on noting:
(1) salient features of the transient such as speed of response,
frequency of oscillations, degree of stability (i.e., peak
overshoot), and steady state error, and
(2) resonance peaking of I
—
^r\ ^^ certain frequencies, and
the phase angle relating error to output at low frequencies.
The transient response of a system may be determined analytically
by the Laplace transformation. But an exact transient analysis for
ccxiiplex systems involves an undue amount of labor. Frequent use is made
of dynamic analyzers and analog computers to limit the time required for
obtaining a solution to transient and frequency responses
o
An approach to detennining the transient response of a system is to
deterraine some cl^rrelation between the nature of the closed loop response
of systems to steady state and transient inputs. Thus, the transient
response of a system having a known response to a steady state input can
be determined
o
If the frequency response F(jw) is known, the transient behavior
f(t) in the time domain can be foundo Conversely, if the time response
f(t) to a unit step input is kno'«m, then the response F(jw) in the fre-





Thesa equations do not permit general explicit solutions. Their relation-
ship may be explain-ed in the following manner. An arbitrary input signal
expressed as a function of time can be represented by a Fourier spectnamo
The 'frequency response curves of the total system indicate the extent to
which each frequency component in the signal is transmitted b;' the system,
i.e., the change it undergoes in phase and amplitude. The frequency-
amplitude curve representing the input signal multiolied by the amplitude
transfer curve of the system gives the Fourier spectrum of the output
signalo The phase function representing the input signal added to the
phase function of the system gives the phase function of tl-je output signal.
However, the output signal expressed as a time function may also be ex-
pressed by the Fourier synthesis of the component frequencies. Thus, it
is reasonable to expect correlation between the frequency response and the
transient response curves fcr the total systemo
Since correlation of a kind does exist between the transient response
following a step input and the sinusoidal response as given by the fre-
quency functions, the frequency response or loci studies are highly im-
portant in the design of servonechanismSo
The primary purpose of this investigation is to show that there exists
for various types of servo systems a regular variation of phase margin
with the transient peak overshoot P.O. and the resonant frequency peak Mp,

The data was COTipiled by computative, graohical and analog computer
stud ie So
The primary result is a series of non-dimensional curves for specific
transfer functions, these being usable directly for design or gain adjust-
msnt purposes . By the use of these curves the designer can tell for an
appropriate system whether he can secure adequate stability and still
satisfy other specifications such as accuracy. Since steady-state accuracy
and transient response are wholly interdependent and fixed once the loop
gain function is established, the designer knows immediately if compensation
is required,
A secondary prupose of the investigation is to determine an optimum
use of phase margin for hi^er onier systems. Present practice generally
involves use of M-N contour charts f ij to predict resonant frequency
peaks. The phase marf^in 'correlation should permit a relatively accurate
prediction \>dthout resort to the M-N contour charts,
A third objective is to determine a procedure for future experimental
study to further develop the phase margin correlation such that all the
system requirenents of interest may be determined readily from a knowledge
of the phase r.afgin. The correlation examined here involves only peak
overshoot and resonant frequency peak. Other important characteristics





Existing correlations of the transient and frequent resoonse of
linear control systems may be classified as follows:
(1) Qualitative, due to Bode [2 J, Ferrell [3j , Graham lA-3 ,
Harris [S] and Hall [6J o
(2) Analytic, for second and third order systems C7»fi3*
(3) Quantitative, due to Floyd [7J » Dawson C^J * ^"^ Harris fioj o
(4) Empirical, due, to Chestnut and Mayer f//J , Herr and Gerst £iz]
and Hunnicutt []l jj o
A brief discussion of the various nethods follows;
lo (a) The criteria of servo system stability utilized in the fre-
quency approached is based on Ho Nyqiiist's £|4J theoretical
analysis of regeneration in feedback amplifiers. In the stabil-
ity adjustment of a servo system it was found necessaiy to provide
margins of safety because of aging and other factors. H. VI. Bode
[^2J discussed the theoretical considerations involved in the
selectioti of such irargins in the desigi of feedback amplifiers
and introduced the concept of phase and gain margins used extens-
ively by communication engineers
o
Phase margin 0^ is frequently defined as the value of the angle
IJdO "A ^r Gijujfj Cor the frequency cu at which K'<3(jw) = / . Gain margin
is defined as the log modulus of [i-KG(J*j^I] >hen the frequency lU is such
that the fi^*\^ G(jm)^'160 o Neither ^ nor gain margin is related directly




1. (b) 'l.S. Ferrell C^J , in discussing the application of Bode's
treatment to servo systems, stated that a phase margin of between
iVO de/^rses and 60 degrees and a gain nargin of 10 to 20 decibels
constituted good desigi practice. Furthermore, Ferrell showed
that the phase shift varied dth the slope of the gain curve such
that 15 degrees of phase shift accompanisd a one decibel change of
gain per octave
o
1. (c) R»^o Graham [4J# stated that if the gain margin is sufficient,
the phase margin is usually the dominant factor in uetermining the
ac^plitude of the initial overshoot o The gain nn rgin needed in a
particular design depends on the expected variability of the loop
transmissions Radar tracking loops usually have gain margins of
the order of 15 decibels or more because of the large number of
factors which nay cause loop gain to vary.
1, (d) H,Harris, Jr., (^5^ has stated that as the magnitude of the fre-
quency function —i-rlchanges, the phase angle approaches "" ~£~
radians for increasing frequencies. If the loop transfer function
magnifude decreases as ^ or faster for a region near unity gain,
the phl*se angle will be near minus 180"^ or more and the system will
be highly resonant, A good loop transfer function will not decrease
in magnitude faster than about —
-j. until the magnitude is below
about one. Then the resonance peak vdll be no greater than 1^,
lo (e) A,'^, Hall [fij gave an approximate index of the transient response
based on the comparison of frequency response curves and the trans-
ient response for the same curves. T^B presence of peaks in the
amplitude response was associated with the complex roots of the
characteristic equation. The hei^t of the peak relative to the

flat, low frequency part of the curve is an index of the real part
of the root,tending to increase as the real part decreases. The
angular frequency at v^ich ths peak occurs is an irdex of the imagin-
ary part of the root, tending to increase as the magnitude of the
imaginary part increases. Thus, the frequency of the peak is an
index of the frequency of the oscillatory component of the transient
response and the height an index of its dampingo In numerical terras,
if the height of the peak relative to its response at zero fre-
quency is limited to lo4, then the damping ratio should lie between
Oo5 and 0o8, and the angular frequency of the peak should equal
the frequency of oscillation to within twenty percent.
2. (a) G.So Brown and DoP. Campbell [7l> and others, have shown that
a correlation exists between the maximum or resonant amplitude of
the frequency response Mp and the peak overshoot P.Oo for various
values of the damping ratio S , ks S decreases, the value of
Mp increases and P.Oo increases. The magnitudes of the peaks of
the amplitude response are measures of the damping of natural modes
of oscillation of the transient response. The frequency band over
\^ich the amplitude response has a substantially constant magnitude
is a measure of the speed of response to transients since a high
natural frequency, and therefore a high speed of response, is
linked with a high resonant frequency in the amplitude of the
sinusoidal response
«
For a system having a second order characteristic equation, an exact




Different! itin.T -ind setting equal to zero:
(+)
(S)
It is easily sho>m that in terms of the same parameters:
nS
f>0.= h-^^ slnCtan'^) (6)
\n exairdnation of Mp shovAs that it beccmes excessive for values of
5^0,4. vs a n^ault, widespread practice has been for l.p to be limited to
2. (b) For the third orier system, no siniole relationship exists be-
t/;een system parameters and the coefficients of the factored cubic
•Charts relating the coefficients of the general cubic
efjX^i-a^X^-ha^X -hi =0 H)
to the values of oi^S and UL in the factored cubic have been pre-
oar-^d by '''oJo Liu ind L.W. ^vans o
The use of the charts require appreciable, calculations since the
coefficie'ats en^
^ a a^d a, are not related in any simple way to actual
system parameters, C'tLarts relating system parameters to system perform-
ance have been made n^ by H»Mo J^unes (fljo However, no correlation of
Po-. it/h th-i system niroraeters vas madeo
3. Analytic methods f^r correlating steac^i^ state and transient re-
s'jonse bas^d on the Laplace or Fourier transform have bean de-
veloped. One riiethod is that of C.Fo Floyd described by 3ro>/n and
Carapbell f 7J. Floyd's method is based on an approximate solution
d

of tha inverse transform of the known frequency functiono The
iTiethod is easier to use tVan any exa^t msthod for systems greater
than th ? fourth order and is accurate to better than 5 per cent.
More r^c-^ntly H. Harris, Jr., M.J. Kirby, and ^3.?. Van Arx C^J>
and C.Ho Dawson [lo/ have published methods of developing transient
response curves from frequency response o
U, (2.) Another method of determining transient response makes use of
a series of charts requiring no detailed calculations. These charts
relate the open-loop response to either a sinusoidal input signal
cr to a step input sigiale
H. 'IJhestnut and RoV.'o Mayer £11J have developed such charts for a multi-
tude of systens of a certain character, ramely Type I -.dth the third,
fourti, or fifth order characteristic equationo
4. (b) Do Herr and I, Gerst £i2j have correlated the responses of a
limited number of systems possessing minimum band-width o Herr and
G-'jrjt did not ,j^raph their correlations but presented them in tabu-
lar form.
The correlations just described are limited in that they aoply only
to syste.'.-s havim^ prescribed open-loop attenuation characteristics and are
not '^eneralo
IV. Ro Munnicutt, Jr„ £13] measured gain margin, phase margin and trans-
ient resDonse for non-linear systems subjected to amplifier saturation.
Hunnicutt nlotted 0^ versus various system parameters but did not plot




3y reference to Fi^ » 1, it is seen tl-at vlj i^ a function of the
"^orner freruencies, the slooe of the loop transfer frequency curve and
the s 3t-:S-u .2;dn, The loon transfer function uniquely aefines all of the
properties of thrt lin-aar servatnechanisnio Hovrever, for each tjuch transfer
function, th-are is an infinite variety of physical asseir.blies of servo
s.VBtei..s havin - this transfer function. Hence only the rtathematical form
of the transfer function was considered here rather than particular physical
confi -ur itionso
Various s^'st^ris of th-e second, third and fourth order and of T.ypcjs I
Jil II v.-er? invef?.ti-^ated >lth sj-stem !?ain the narameter to be varied, Thi;'
is e' ijivaler^t to th^ design problem of adjusting syst-^n f-rain to ^ive le-
aired perfornance. For 'Example, take the transfer func tion;
Tlie charanterig^ic equation is:
The systerr, rr:i±n tern changes both the system dan^ping and natural frequency.
A schematic dia/^ram of the equipment used to neasure the peak fr«-
ouency response .nd the peak overshoot is shov.n in Fig« 2 and equipment
is list 'd in \ppendix Ao
. loop trrinsf.-jr function vas fir.^t alotted on the Bode or decibel-log
W "ilo^ o Vari ou''> values of system rain '-'era selected such tlvit the phase
'rar-d-H was varied from about 20 degrees to 70 degrees. Kp was determined
by plotting appropriate paint- -n M-N contour charts, PcO, overshoot w.is
10
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'calculated for at least one point fcr all systems examined that >rere of
third order or less.
The basic elem^ant in the system was the analog computero A Boeing
Analof; Computer, BOAC, was available and this was usedo Automatic balance
units were not available but drift did not ^ve trouble except for high
gain systems. In these circumstances, voltage scaling was an adequate
measure.
The sine wave generator used was the Mod.202A Hewlett-Packard Low Fre-
quency Generator. At low frequencies the irregularity of the wave shape
was quite apparent but since the componants contributing to this erratic
wave shape were of a much higher frequency order, and very small in ampli-
tude, they did not affect the response of the lew pass systems
o
Th3 step input was supplied by 45 volt battery installed in the BOAC.
The input and output signals were recorded by Brush Magnetic Pens.
For the experimental tests, the R-C components used in the computer
were IRC resistors, having ± one per cent tolerance and a temperature
coefficient of .025 to .O65o Sprague Vitamin Q Capacitors arxi Gornell-
Dublier Ketal Cased Dykanol paper capacitors were iBed.
The components were measured to four significant figures. It was as-
sumed that their values while in use did not change. Experimental values
of P.Oo for low '^ain systems not using voltage scaling differed from calcu-
lated values by 0.1 to 2 percent . On higher gain systems deviations as
high as 7 ner cent were recorded.
The measurenent of Mp on the Brush recorder was not so good. Since
the resonant magnification was frequently 3 tiroes or more, the initial gain
setting of the Brush a,nplifLe r was so small that it could not be set and
measured with sufficient accuracy o Hence, the values cf Mp used in this





Tlie si ^:;nifica:it data taken is recorded in Tablesi ;dnd II in Appendix
3. TV is data has been olotted in tuo diff-^rent manners:
(1) Kd and P.O. versus 0^ , Fi?S. 3, 5, 7, and 9, and
(2) Kp and P.Oo versus -^ , a nondinsnsional parameter,
?ies,k, 6, 8, and 10.
The si.Tdlarity of the curves on the first t.ype of plot may be quite
surprisinf. The sole narked variation is in those systems in v^iich phase
lag or Ir; ad -^o.T.pensation is inherent or has been intentionally addedo
This ocurs whenev-er two different system gain settings can produce the
same (p » ]v-in here, thou^, it is seen tiat a similarity exists in that
the higher f^ain setting always leads to a larger Mp and P.O. for the same
(J5 .
.Iso, !or the conditionally stable syste.s, it is apparent that as
stability and decrease ths curves of P.Oo and Mp become indistinguish-
able from tho6« of ^sterns tl.at are absolutely stable
»
An anoroxiSaate linear relationshir) between ^ and PoO. is:
it
/.^,. Ko. = 0.ZS3 ('--^) ,^o'^gi„ ^6o' on
Th.is er.niri^al fonr.ula is a-^curate to better than lo percent for 0^s near
^0 or to djprees and Kives better than 5 percent accuracy for the region
near 49 lej^reeso The looped back portion of the curves (increasing (^^
vd th increasin-: s'/stem gain) wis neglected in the preceeding statement but
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Similarly an approximate linsar relationship between and PoOo is
f*l
lo 0.
A^iain neglecting the folded bacK portion of the ^ -A^ curves (in-^reasing
(p^ vvlth in'^r^asint^ system gain), this emoirical equation is accurate to
within }oi> percent at 40 aegrees and ^,0% at 6u deforces phase margin;
these ^ limi- 3 include the range of greatest interest
«
vith th-^se tvK> simple equati ^ns a designer, kno'wing only, cnn pre-
dict v.ith better than 10 percent accuracy the Mp .and P.O. to be expected.
If tlie 0^ is taken in the range where it is increasing -/dth increasing
systen nain, these equations rive optimistic results, z .e err. r being
greater as the band-width of this characteristic increases.
It is oossible to fit empiricil equations more accurately to the mean
Mp'Wfif '"ind ^,0,-0^ ^u.-ves but the improvement in accuracy doesn't warrant
the aidtional comolexLty involved. Should a more exact exoression be
desired, an inverse transcendental or a hyperbolical curve such as
0^ =// /^>r/; (b /.^^ Mp -h C) -hD 0^)
should be tried.
The .const'iRts A, B, C and D are used to shape the curve £lS2 ,
In Fig. 11, Mp versus PoOo is plotted. For tije systexs exaiidned in
this report, it is seen that :.p versus P.O. Joes have a general relation-
sln.p. A.^ain a linear eraoirical formula is used to aascribe this corres-
ponuericeo
''^'o^P =^oJs /o^,,Fo. -0.O8 7
For the 3y3te;..s of this report, this equation is accurate to about 15 percent,






















now have a simple relationship between Mp and P.O. such that if Mn or PoOo
is ieten.ined experimently, the other is knov-n to vdthin 10 or 15 percent.
Having observed these correlations of ,".p and P.O. ;dth ^ and Mp with
?,0o, an analyti'? correlation ^/rould seem desirable and possible o Taking
the expressions for ."p and P.Oo, equations (5) and (6) in Chapter II, a
relationship between P.O., Mp and S can be derived. Ha-zever, the expression
in the fonn of a series in § and ip does nob converge rapidly and so is of
little prictic^J. aido
The question arises is to v^ether the empirical relations derived from
FifT. 3 to 10 are useful for other and perhans more complex systems likely
to be enc ountertid . In Table III, Appendix B are listed data for the systems
analyzed by Herr and Gerst [lij . For example, taking a system listed under
Case III, having a fifth order differential characteristic equation:
/of,, Mp = O. 4-3S (I - ii:jr) =OJ3S- , /V/. -/. ^^^
.03,
~ /.3S
If the p is knoftn, using the empirical relation for P.O.:
f^?io Mp =-2. OIS A./3-.o^7 = o. ns- , Mp-i.'^B7
To take an example of a fourth order equation listed under Case IV:
^M^^^'' ^Mp^/.OS- ^ p. 0.^1.
1
% Brrcr = /'o5- ^/OO = 0. 9-5" %,
l^f,o Mp -Z.ois- x.Q^I -.0 87 - " o.oo^S » ^/^^<^-^
7o Error = /^^ K/OQ =S.8I Yo
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By the use of two sirapl-? empirical formulas, values of Kp, P.Oo
or 0^ can be det^rrdned by knowing any one of the three » Usually these
values are accurate to within 10 percent or bettero
Generally the designer is given a set of specifications from which
he can deternJLne the required steac^ state frequency response and the
trtnsi-ent response to a step inouto Frequently certain elements of the
servoaechanism are fixed as part of the system and cannot be varied. Also,
the loid or driven element is often a fixed component of the systemo With
the fixed components plus a knowledge of servo system elements, the de-
signer can determine the remainder of the components necessary to obtain
a suitable open-loop characteristic. It is a simple natter to draw the
phase anple curve especially if a tangent template is available „ Qixe
the time constants of the system are fixed, ^' is changed only by chang-
inf^ system gain. By the use of the empirical e quations (11) and (12) the
designer has, v.lth very little labor, a reasonable check as to --vhether
system ^ain and d^niamic stability are compatible for the system he has
selected. If families of curves, such as Fig;g, 3, 5, 7, and 9, are avail-
able he l-ias ah^accurate check on Mp and PoO. Furthenriore, if families of
curves, such as*are indicated in Fig«. 4, 6, 8, and 10 are available, it is
net necessary to draw the phase aqgle curve, since in Fig5. 4, 6, 8, and
10 y.p and PoOo are plotted versus the dimensiorless parameter ~- » Of
course, the attenuation characteristic of the transfer function must be
sinilar to one of the families since -^ versxjs Mp or P.Oo vai :^es widely
vdth the virioas open-loop characteristic curves
»
With the rrdnimum effort the designer is able to tell approximately
by the use of empirical equations, or exactly by the use of families of
curves, if specifications of stability and accuracy are satisfied or if
27

compensation is required. The use of the empirical equations is general
and not restricted to any particular system, Ths equations may be opti-
mistic in the re^on previously noted, but trmt region is readily appar-
ent from the open-loop attenuation characteristic. The error in the region
of increasing phase margin vath increasing gain is proportional to the
band-vaith of the cornpensationo However, if either Mp or P.O. are kno.m,
the other rr.ay be computed by equition (14) ^^dth the same degree of accuracy
as stated before,
Th'os a regular vtriation of Mo and PoO. vath p^ does exist and







In this r-^nort ohise -TEr/^in has b^en useci to c orre lata only tv;o of
tie 3t-3aa,. -ctite and dynaiaic prooerti'^s of a ryste.no Other prop-Arties of
irt'irest ar-^; tine of response to a sten or ram-> input, time for trmsient
to settl'=i within prescribed ^rror liinits, the frequency of transient oscil-
latio'i, thi i'r^quency at which the resonant oeak Mp occurs, and steady
3tate acciiracyo
That a ref^alar ch m^e in syst*9n gain accoupaniss a change in 0^
3 8 shon in Fi--. l^o Hov/ever, the amplitude of the gain and its slope
differs a f^reat deal with the variou.^ ^sterns. This is, in :art, dependent
on the presence of a zero in the right half of the connlex plane o The
ratios of the tine constants or poles of the system also influence the
syst^Ti
-^ain versus ^ relationshioo
In Fig, 13 the ratio of gain margin divided by the lowest comer fre-
quf^icy -~j--
t i»,plotted versus 0^ o Again a regular variation of gain
riargin AVa ohase nargin is apparent; but like system gain, the gain margin
slooe and rnav'Tiitude deoends on other parameters as well as ^^^ o
The effect of the spacing of comer frequencies (or tiiae constants)
on Pf^ should be furtlBr investigatedo If the ratio is much greater than
ten (or one cycle on tte log Ui plot), the iUrger corner frequencies have
little effect on 0^ . This is equivalent to the correlation of Y, Chu
tl6j and JoGo "ruxal flTj showing that perfomance rnay be determined priraar-
il,/ by a complex o.air of ooles, simolg poles near the orgin, and the zeros
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In this renort no systems incorporating narallel compensation in the
feedb-ick looo wer-j consiieredo 3^^. tei.iS having this type of comoensation
shodld be investi ^ited to det-^nnine if the correlation of stability with
0f^ c an be made fully g-eneralo
\s discviss-id in .ipp^ndix A, the experimental method couM be much
iinprovedo A dynamic analyzer is desired having constant amplitude step
ani frenuency outputs vd.th a frequency range of 0.1 to 1000 cycles per
seconlo If t'e analyz'ir m^^asur'^s accurately the phase shift and ;implitude
of tlie 3ii:(ulated system the e^qDeriraental technique is simpliHed and the
a-^cijracy of rreasurement s improved. In essence, then, a d^/namic analyzer
de3i.^r)ed to ooerat^ over the optimum frenuency range as determined by the






In the desigi and adjustnent of servo systems, the goal cf the de-
siller is to develop a system that vdll be stable and will meet certain
specifications of accuracy. If the open-loop attenuation characteristic
is selected, the phase shift characteristic of the system is defined. To
determine if phase margin, the supplement cf phase angle at zero decibels
attenuation, could correlate dynamic and steacfy'-state response was the
purpose of this investigation.
It tes been shown that a regular and ordered variation of Mp nnd P.O.
.vdth 0f^ does exist. The correlation is displayed in Fig^y, 3 to 10 and
an approximate linear relationship was shovji . The relationship was made
easier to use by plotting Mp and PoO, versus
-jjr , a dimensionless para-
meter, suffering a loss in generality thereby.
To the extent covered by this report, the correlation exists for
3;>'st«=ir.s having* characteristic equations up to the fifth crder and should
be equally con^stent for systems of all orders. The one ambiguity exists
when a niven (2^ may exist with two or more different system gain setting So
In this case .'.p is still related to P.Oo by the equation derived by elimin-
ation of 0^ from equation? (11) aiid (12),
Future investigati.cxi must incorporate other systan parameters to
effectively correlate other dynamic and steady-state characteristics with
phas6 margin, k cfynamic analyzer with a frequency range of 0.1 to lUOO




Correlation of stability '^ith phase margin should be of great assist-
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The experimental system is shown schematically in Figo 2. The Boeing
.\nalog Computer BOAC was us^d to siinulate the servo system. Automatic
Balance Units A-ere not available but drift gave difficulty only with higher
^ain syste.is in vhich voltage scaling was necessary. It is desirable that
tvjo persons work to/^ether when using the computer. Set-ups are more quick-
ly checked for mistakes, comouter checks performed and critical coeffic-
ients determined. There is no substitute f cr good computer technique.
Being pressed fcr time, an effort was cade to cut some comers. Partly
as a result, an avera,-;;e of three test runs vsiare made for each good test
run. The troubles in most faulty runs were detected, but in a few the
cause of the difficulty was not found and the computer set-up was rede-
signs do ^n example wis inherent instability in a second orler system at
all gain settin.^s—but a second order system shouM be absolutely stable.
The lirr.its reconuii^nded for system time constant components on the computer
are SOK^ R^ zoM :xnd o.oooi^^c^/OMf <> In general the range should be
some;7hdt more raetricted, say, ojm6 R^ioM ^""^ o.ool^u^^C^ l^^-f
,
It was not possible to use the Mod. 100-A Dynamic Analyzer built by
the Industrial Control Company since accurate readings of phase angle and
magnitude cannot be made at low servo system frequencies
o
The sine wave generator used was the I.od. 2LI2-A Hewlett-Packard Low
7requency Generator. The sine wave is formed by clipping a triangular vvaveo
At very low frequencies the irregularities cf the wave shape were quite
apparent, but the frequency compon^ts of tha irregularities /.ere of much




The step input wis suoplied by a 45 volt battery installed in the BOAC.
If the battery voltage is low due to aging, it vdll be apparent on the brush
recorder by abrupt random drifting in steady state.
The input and output signals were amplified by Brush amplifiers and
recorded on paper '#dth Brush magnetic pens » Much of the work done was in
the range of 0.1 to 10 cpSo The frequency response of the Brush maghetic
pens is about:
0o2 cps—8mm peak to peako
Oo5 cps—lOram peak to peak.
80,0 cps—10mm peak to peak.
In HB-isuring Mp, it is desirable that the recording instrument have a
«
constant gain-frequency characteristic in the region of the resonant peako
The two pens used v^-ere not calibrated, but it was assumed their character-
istics -A^ere essentially the sane. This was confirmed by the fact that no
measurable differance in result occured irregardless of '^ich pen was re-
cording output and the other input
»
The resistors used were IRC, with one percent tolorence and temper-
ature coefficient of 0.025 to 0.065. Sprague Vitamin Q Capacitors and
Cornell-Dublie r Metal Cased Dykanol paper capacitors were used. The Vita-
min Q capacitors were determined to hold a charge better than the Dyksmol
capacitors. Polystyrene capacitors are much better than either of the
above but were not available. The components were measured to four sig-
nificant fi.Q^reSo It was assumed that these values did not change while
in use.
The reader interested in servo system instrumentation and meaaure-
r-nts is referred to F.C. Fickerisen and T,Mo Stout [l 93 , V;,S<, Pritchett
and xHoI^o Saunders [£©3, RoJ, ^hret [2lJ or. FoH, Ferguson and C.H, Looney
[^23. F,Bo Anderson 1/233 described a ten cycle to 10 MC analyzer. To
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vork 'vdth tha analogue canputer a dynamic analyzer for neasuring gain






The systems tested in this report are listed and classified in Table
I. In Table II are listed the values of </>m , Mp, P.O., -^ and
-^-f"
as detarioined by tests, plotting and computation. The nethod of plotting
was stated in Chapter III and is common practice. The calculations, where
used, ;>rere also routine, albeit tediuso The plotting of Mp and P.O. versus
0f^ is apparently unique. Mp and P.Oo vary in an exponential nanner with
. However, in the region of greatest interest \^0 ^0^—60 J ^
the curves may be approximated by straight lines, equations (11) and (12),
introducing only small error. The curves are shown in Chapter IV, pages l6
to 23.
A more convenisnt method of using the data measured in this investi-
gation is to olot f p and PoOo versus -^^ » Knowing only the corner fre-
quencies of the amplitude characteristic, system gain may be selected to
satisfy dynamic and accuracy requirements o If this is not possible, the
designer knows at the very start of the design problem that further canpen-
satd on is necessaryo These curves are shown in Figu, 3 to 10 in Cl:B.pter IV,
oapes 16 to 23 » *
In Table III are listed 0^ , Mp, P.O., and GoMo for the higher order
sj'StenSo Mp and PoOo versus 0^ are plotted in Figo 14. Figo 14 differs
from Fig«. 3 to 10 in that not only is -~- varied but also the ratio and
number of time constantSo
In Fie:, 11 I'lp is clotted versus PoO, It is apparent that Mp has an
ordered variation with P.O. The correlation is throu^ their relation-
ship v.ith (^^ o Equation (14) >ra.s derived merely by eliminating (^/^






















than any relationshio that could be developed from Fig. llo
The ratio of system gain to the lowest ccrner frequency of several
representative systens is plotted versus ^ in Fig. 12. It is apparent
that the iranner in which the system gain vari.es with 0^ cannot be so
easily correlated as were Mp and P.Oo
The ratio of gain nargin to the lowest comer firequency is plotted
versus for several conditionally stable systems in Fig, 13. Lite in
Fig. 12, a correspondence is apparent but it must vary significantly with
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'Correlation of transient "rA
frequency responses by use of
phase margin.

